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CZECH MATHEMATICIANS
AND THEIR ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
NATIONAL MATHEMATICS IN THE BALKANS 1
MARTINA BEČVÁŘOVÁ
Abstract: From the sixties of the 19th century, the mathematical works and the number of
mathematicians, teachers of mathematics and authors of mathematical monographs and
textbooks rapidly increased in Bohemia. This was due to the development of
mathematical education at the secondary and technical schools and to the establishment
of specialized lectures at the university in Prague. During the seventies and eighties of the
19th century there were many Czech candidates of teaching mathematics and physics at
secondary and technical school and university who were without regular position and
income. It is not surprising that some of them went abroad (especially to the Balkans)
where they quickly obtained better regular positions, and they started to play important
roles in the development of “national” mathematics and mathematical education. The
most important phenomena from the development of the Czech mathematical community
will be discussed and analyzed and their influences on other national mathematical
communities will be described.

1 Introduction
1.1

Situation in Bohemia in the first half of the 19th century

The 19th century was an important period in the development of the Czech national
culture. Science had reached European standards and started to participate in the process of
the international cultural and scientific development. In this period, the scientific research
became an integral part of the Bohemian landscape.
In Western Europe, due to the developments in industrial production by the end of the
18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries, the role and the prestige of the science increased
considerably. Moreover, owing to the rise of new relationships, the dividing lines between
individual scientific disciplines slowly disappeared. At that time, mathematics developed
considerably as well. By the end of the 18th century, it reached a level of knowledge well
beyond the existing standards and everyday needs of the population. At the same time, it
became an instrument of other exact sciences and technologies. Indeed, new problems related
to new discoveries in physics, chemistry, geology and other sciences could hardly be
formulated and solved without a deeper understanding of mathematics.
At the beginning of the 19th century, in comparison with Western Europe, the situation
in Bohemia was quite different. Agricultural production prevailed and farming remained
primitive until the mid of the 19th century. Only country estates started to apply more rational
methods. The slow growth of agricultural production did not require many workers having
a broader economic and agronomic knowledge. The existing methods of farming were
manageable with the elementary knowledge of natural conditions. The demands on the
education of workers still remained on the level of those in the second half of the 18th century.
1
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A slow growth of the industrial production did not bring along a development of sciences and
education. Nevertheless, Bohemia was the most developed region of the Austrian empire
(after the loss of Austrian Netherlands).
1.2

The development of the education in Bohemia in the first half of the 19th century

The transition of a scattered feudal state to a centralized unit initiated a reform of the
educational system. The centralized administration that had been growing since the second
half of the 18th century needed educated officers, financial experts, lawyers, doctors, soldiers
etc. for its proper functioning. This development required a reform of the teaching methods at
the universities, and the technical, military and grammar schools.
In the 1820’s, Bohemia entered into the period of industrial revolution which impacted
primarily the light industry. Since necessary machinery was made abroad and imported, the
local production did not require any development of the scientific research. Nevertheless,
even in this period existing professions were differentiating and new ones were arising. In
addition, the possibilities for people to assert themselves in various fields of both the state and
the private sector, as well as in professional and national associations, grew. This
differentiation was a spark for the developments in education.
At that time, Bohemia became the industrial backbone of Austria. The growing
tendencies to centralize and improve industrial production in the mid of the 19th century
required a rapid development of technical schools. These schools took over the mission of the
old scientific academies of the 18th century. In this development an important role was played
by teaching of mathematics and in particular geometry. Mathematics became an integral part
of education. For, it provided means to formulate and solve the problems of the developing
industry, transportation and state administration.
The expansion of the technical universities in the middle of the 19th century required
a development of secondary education in view of increasing demands on the professional
preparedness of the students. This pressure led naturally to a creation of a new type of
secondary schools (technical secondary schools, the upper forms of grammar schools, schools
of commerce) and a reform of the classical grammar schools. At the same time, it led to an
increasing number of vacancies for teachers and tightening up the demands on their
preparation. Therefore teaching methods at “classical” universities were reformed and focused
on the education of future teachers, doctors and lawyers. The Czech society aspired after
education in its mother tongue and was ready to support and finance it. Czech industrialists
and businessmen understood that the existing and following development of the industrial
production and the state administration would not be possible without a well prepared and
educated workforce.
1.3

The development of Czech secondary schools and universities in the 19th century

In the second half of the 19th century, due to the rise of nationalistic movements, the
Czech and German communities separated. This separation was also reflected in science and
education. An important feature of that period was the process in which Czech science was
“becoming independent”. While the German speaking society gradually became bilingual, the
Czech community was getting stronger and finally prevailed. This process was accompanied,
on the one hand, by protracted national conflicts and, on the other hand, by expensive
constructions of new schools, the establishment of new associations and the development of
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the Czech scientific terminology, journals and monographs. As a consequence, finances were
drained and the development of the Czech science delayed.2
In the following paragraphs we will sum up the most important aspects of the
development of mathematics and mathematical education in Bohemia in the second half of the
19th century.
Up to the end of the 1850’s, the education system of secondary schools and
universities was solely in German. Only since 1861, the first Czech secondary schools were
built. In the period between 1861 and 1865 some subjects at the state secondary schools
were taught in Czech, while the teaching of others remained in German. In the second half of
the 1860’s the German and Czech secondary schools were coexisting with same standard.
Thus, the graduates of the Czech stream of education who entered universities started to
require lectures in their mother tongue.
In the 1860’s, the efforts of Czech political representatives and intellectuals as well as
the movement of university students to have their studies in Czech language required an
establishment of Czech mathematical faculties at the Prague Technical University (1864). At
first they existed in parallel with German ones that had better teachers and more funding. The
arrival of better qualified Czech teachers and students who have been educated at Czech
secondary schools led to the strengthening of the positions of Czech mathematical faculties at
the Prague (or Czech) Technical University and the establishment of a similar faculty at the
Prague University (1871). The professional standard of the Czech mathematical faculties were
comparable to the German ones and even began to exceed in student enrolment. At the end of
the 19th century the importance of the Czech mathematical faculties was increasing, because
of the growth in the number of their teachers and students. On the other hand, the number of
German students was decreasing, because most of the German professors considered Prague
to be merely a temporary place on the way to Vienna or Germany.
1.4

Czech textbooks of mathematics

The above-mentioned changes in the demands on the education system and the gradual
change of the language of instruction influenced also the textbooks. The tendencies to write
Czech textbooks for elementary subjects of the higher classes of middle schools and the lower
ones of the secondary schools were very popular between 1850’s and 1860’s. At first, the
textbooks had a character of temporary texts. The first high-quality mathematical textbooks
for secondary schools were written in the beginning of the 1860’s J. Fleischer, V. Jandečka,
J. Smolík, F. Šanda, V. Šimerka and D. Ryšavý. In the 1870’s the efforts for improving
teaching and the replacement of old textbooks by new ones that would comply with the
new curricula grew stronger. These textbooks were written together by the above professors
of the secondary schools and by some university professors (for example F. J. Studnička
and K. Zahradník). In addition, special textbooks for schools of commerce, textbooks on the
theory of determinants and various tables were published for the first time.
Czech authors wrote textbooks according to foreign models and in respect to their
professional interests; they published them either at their own expense in various publishing
houses or at the expense of richer booksellers. They faced not only a lot of professional
problems (the absence of domestic patterns, imperfect terminology and methodology) but also
financial ones – there were few readers. The activities in the 1860’s and 1870’s cannot be
2
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considered a systematic creation of textbooks, because in most cases they were mere revisions
or “free copies” of older ones. It should be noted that this trend did not manifest itself only in
mathematics but also in other disciplines. The situation improved in the 1880’s when
textbooks were published by Jednota českých mathematiků (The Union of Czech
Mathematicians). It was the first systematic and profitable publishing of Czech textbooks for
secondary schools. At the end of the 19th century the Czech textbooks for secondary schools
complied with European standards.
A similar situation was in the field of textbooks for the universities. There was no
book for natural science or mathematics which complied by its content and quality with the
demands of a university textbook at the beginning of the 1860’s. The compendia of
mathematics, physics, astronomy and chemistry available in Czech were usually addressed to
the public. Most of these books were not written by independent scientists in a respective
branch, but “put together” by amateurs, who wanted most probably to enrich Czech literature
and make the science more popular.
The first textbooks of mathematics for the students of the Technical University were
published in the mid 1860’s thanks to G. Skřivan, F. J. Studnička, Em. and Ed. Weyr. Most of
them were written after the year 1871, i.e. after introducing Czech mathematical lectures at
the Prague University, and especially after 1882, i.e. after establishing the Czech University.
Writing textbooks for universities took a long time, partly because there was no Czech
terminology and no precedent. Some university professors – F. J. Studnička, for example –
addressed existing general demand for textbooks. In fact, they often devoted to this activity
not only their professional career but also their finances. However, at the end of the
19th century their sacrifice was not appreciated. The members of the younger generation,
brought up by the existing Czech textbooks, considered this work to be non-contributory,
insignificant and suitable for “weaker” mathematicians. They preferred their own professional
activity and career.
1.5

Czech translations of “classical” and modern monographs

The first attempts to translate classical works of mathematicians and some modern
monographs to Czech3 occurred in the 1860’s. The first translations of mathematical works
occurred in the 1870’s.4 Their authors were active members of Jednota českých mathematiků
(The Union of Czech Mathematicians) who graduated at universities and started to work on
their difficult work with youthful enthusiasm. Further translations occurred in the 1880’s.5
3

It should be noted that in those times the Czech scientists tried to translate one of Aristotle’s work on logic.
A. J. Vrťátko translated in 1860 his book Categories and issued it under the title Aristotle’s Categories. For the
second time this work was translated by J. Vychodil in 1918. The first complete Czech translation of Aristotle’s
works on logic was carried out by K. Berka, whose translations have been published since 1958 to 1978. More
details on Czech translations of mathematic works of classics and modern monographs see [4], pp. 263–279.
4
For example at the beginning of 1870 Emil Weyr translated two monographs by Italian geometer Luigi
Cremona Sulle trasformazioni geometriche delle figure piane (Cremonovy geometrické transformace útvarů
rovinných) and Introduzione ad una teoria geometrica delle curve piane (Úvod do geometrické teorie křivek
rovinných), Martin Pokorný then translated the famous textbook by German mathematician Richard Baltzer Die
Elemente der Mathematik (Dra Richarda Baltzera Základové matematiky. Díl Prvý. Prostá aritmetika) and Karel
Zahradník added the translation of the important work of Italian mathematician Giusta Bellavitise Saggio di
applicazioni di un nuovo metodo di geometria analitica (Calcolo delle equipollenze) (Methoda equipollencí čili
rovnic geometrických).
5
For example at the beginning of 1880s F. J. Studnička translated the famous article by Bernard Bolzano Rein
analytischer Beweis des Lehrsatzes, dass zwischen je zwey Werthen, die ein entgegengesetztes Resultat
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However, most of the mathematicians focused on the compilation of original works,
monographs and Czech textbooks. Further translations appeared only at the beginning of the
20th century.6
Czech mathematicians paid particular attention to the translation of one of the most
outstanding mathematical work of all time – The Euclid’s Elements – i.e. the book that
influenced developments and teachings of mathematics since the third century before Christ.7
In addition, sections of the work by René Descartes (1596–1650), Blaise Pascal (1623–1662)
and Bernard Bolzano (1781–1848) were translated.8
Translation activities were moulded by the professional interests of individual
translators and therefore could not be systematic. The translations of modern mathematical
works were inspired above all by an attempt to make the newest results of world mathematical
research accessible to readers and enrich the domestic professional literature. On the other
hand, the translations of classical works were motivated by an attempt to gain personal
prestige and prove that Czech mathematical terminology could compete with that of Greek
and Latin. Therefore personal conflicts among individual translators interfered with these
activities. At first, they appeared as a result of overestimating their own mathematical and
language capabilities and skills, and later, as unwillingness to form a larger professional
groups of mathematicians, philologists and historians, that would be able to translate some
classical works with better style and quality as well as with commentaries. These problems
resulted – and still result – in the absence of commented translations of the majority of
classical mathematical works.
1.6

Czech professional associations

An interesting feature of the 19th century was a gradual formation of scientific
institutions which – in spite of the initial lack of finances and a small number of experts –
organised lectures and scientific discussions, published professional publications (journals,
monographs and textbooks) and issued reports on various activities. Scientific associations
that originated at the end of the 18th and in the first half of the 19th centuries combined Czech
and German speaking specialists of various branches and were usually bilingual. Their
activities were not considerably influenced by nationalistic conflicts. After the fall of Bach
absolutism (1859), the Czech society formed enough space for various activities and for the
formation of various associations. In the mid of the 1860’s, they started to show their
professional and language particularities.
gewähren, wenigstens eine reelle Wurzel der Gleichunge liege (Ryze analytický důkaz poučky, že mezi dvěma
hodnotami, jež poskytují opačně označené výsledky, leží nejméně jeden realný kořen rovnice).
6
It was the translation of three Archimedes’ works (M. Valouch: Archimedovo měření kruhu, Výroční zpráva
c. k. státního vyššího gymnasia v Litomyšli, 1903, 25 pages; M. Valouch: Archimeda Syrakusského Počet
pískový, Výroční zpráva c. k. státního vyššího gymnasia v Litomyšli, 1905–1906, 13 pages (reprint 1993);
F. Vrána: Archimédův výklad Eratosthenovi o mechanických způsobech zkoumání. (Z řečtiny přeložil Fr. Vrána),
3. výroční zpráva c. k. státního gymnasia v Prostějově za školní rok 1908/09, tiskem knihtiskárny Václava
Horáka v Prostějově, Prostějov, pp. 2–18). More details on Czech translations of Archimedes’ works see [5].
7
It was an unsuccessful attempt of The Union of Czech Mathematicians in 1870–1871 and Josef Smolík
(1832–1915), who translated the whole Elements at the end of 1880s and whose translation remained in the form
of a manuscript, the translation by František Fabinger (1863–1938) and František Servít (1848–1923) who
translated and published the first book of Elements in 1903 and the successful complete Servít’s translation in
1907. The journey of Euclid’s Elements through the world from their origin up till now, the characteristics of
their content, the analysis of their importance as well as the origin and fate of Czech translations are described in
[12], pp. 7–111.
8
More about the Czech translations see [4].
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The development of Czech mathematics was influenced considerably by the
foundation of Spolek pro volné přednášky z mathematiky a fysiky (The Association for Free
Lectures of Mathematics and Physics). At the beginning, it brought together Czech and
German university students of mathematics and physics and later, students of the Technical
University became its members. It was founded in the school-year 1861–1862 by four
students of the Faculty of Philosophy in Prague, Gabriel Blažek (1842–1910), Josef Finger
(1841–1925), Josef Laun (1837–1915) and Josef Vaňaus (1839–1910). In 1869 this
association changed into Jednota českých mathematiků (The Union of Czech Mathematicians)
and influenced Czech mathematics and physics for decades to come.9
The promising start of this association was possible above all because of the personal
activity of the few members who founded it. The association became a convenient centre of
mathematical activities that were connected closely with those of the universities and
professors, and bounded together the university with the high school teachers and students,
the teachers of the elementary schools and recruited new people who were interested in
mathematics and physics. Nevertheless, only a few members worked in the association with
full energy and without selfishness. These people devoted their time, professional career and
even finances to its development and thus enabled it to expand and, in crucial times, to keep
its educational, publication and popularisation activities.
It should be noted that mathematics in Bohemia were also pursued in the mathematics
and natural sciences section of the Královská česká Společnost nauk (The Royal Czech
Scientific Society, founded in 1770) and in the similar section of the Česká akademie císaře
Františka Josefa pro vědy, slovesnost a umění (The Czech Academy of František Josef for
Science, Literature and Arts, founded in 1890).10
1.7

Czech professional periodicals

The work of individual professional associations included also publication,
educational and popularisation activities. Journals on mathematics and physics writing about
the activity of the Union influenced the development of Czech mathematical terminology and
teaching for many years. They described the main trends in mathematics and opened the room
for publications, reviews and educational activities of members of the Union, amateur
mathematicians, teachers and students.
In 1871, the Union published its first summary under the title Zpráva o činnosti
Jednoty českých mathematiků v Praze za první a druhý ročník [The Report on the Activity of
the Union of Czech Mathematicians in Prague during the First and Second Year]11 in which it
informed about its professional and cultural activities. One year later, the report Zpráva
o činnosti Jednoty českých mathematiků v Praze za třetí ročník [The Report on the Activity of
the Union of Czech Mathematicians in Prague during the Third Year] followed up.12 In the
period between 1873 and 1875 the association published its bulletin Věstník Jednoty českých
mathematiků [The Bulletin of the Union of Czech Mathematicians] that provided information

9

More about the foundation of The Association for Free Lectures of Mathematics and Physics see [13].
More about the Czech scientific association see [4] (pp. 263–279).
11
Zpráva o činnosti Jednoty českých mathematiků v Praze za první a druhý ročník, totiž od 14. října 1869 do
15. října 1871, nákladem Jednoty českých mathematiků, Praha, 1871, 23 pages.
12
Zpráva o činnosti Jednoty českých mathematiků v Praze za třetí ročník, totiž od 15. října 1871 do 7. července
1872, nákladem Jednoty českých mathematiků, Praha, 1872, 38 pages.
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about all its activities and contained summaries of the most important recent Czech and
foreign scientific literature. In 1878, the bulletin was replaced by Annual Reports.13
In 1869, when the original association changed into the Union, it was a question of
time before a regular Czech mathematical-physical periodical would start to be published. It
occurred in November 1869 thanks to F. J. Studnička and K. Zahradník who submitted
a proposal to the Union to issue its own journal. However, after long discussions the proposal
was rejected. Nevertheless, the members of the Union decided that they would issue its First
Report at the beginning of the year 1870, if the sale of half of the copies could be guaranteed.
They succeeded thanks to finances of F. J. Studnička. In 1870–1871 the Union published
three reports that included professional articles.14 They received a wide acceptance among the
Czech professors of mathematics and physics at the secondary schools, as well as among
the students at the universities and secondary schools, and became a model for future
mathematical journals. It must be noted that the authors of individual articles were Czech
beginners in physics and mathematics who were engaged significantly in the development of
the Czech science.
Since no financial difficulties occurred in the course of the publishing of the Reports,
the Union decided (in February 1872) to publish its Časopis pro pěstování mathematiky
a fysiky (The Journal for Cultivation Mathematics and Physics) whose first copy appeared in
March. Its content fully complied with the atmosphere of the Czech National Revival and the
attempts to create a scientific awareness in the Czech nation and to support culture. The
Journal which was the first mathematical-physical periodical on the territory of the AustrianHungarian Empire faced a lot of problems for several years, especially financial ones
resulting from the lack of regular subscribers. Nevertheless, it has always been a wide field
for the activity of Czech authors, students and teachers of the secondary schools because of its
policy to address a broad audience of readers. In addition, the contributions of the best
mathematicians were published there.
During the boom of the Union in 1875 a significant change occurred. The role of the
“professional” journal was taken over by a new international periodical called Archiv
mathematiky a fysiky (The Archive of Mathematics and Physics). It focused exclusively on
topics important for the students of the secondary schools – elementary mathematics, physics,
history and didactics – and tried to take into account the interests of students and teachers and
broaden its constituency. However, it became clear very soon that the editors of the journal
overestimated both their possibilities and the interest of the Czech society in mathematics
and physics. This is why the journal ceased to exist in 1878 after the publication of only two
copies. After that, the journal returned to its original objective, i.e. publishing professional,
educational, didactic and informative articles. It kept this function up to the end of the
19th century.15
13

They have been published every year in the extent of 10–15 pages.
První zpráva Jednoty českých matematiků [The First Report of the Union of Czech Mathematicians], tiskem
by dr. E. Grégra, nákladem Jednoty českých mathematiků, Praha, 1870, 86 pages. It was edited by Mírumil
Neumann and Karel Zahradník. Druhá zpráva Jednoty českých matematiků [The Second Report of the Union of
Czech Mathematicians], tiskem dra E. Grégra, nákladem Jednoty českých mathematiků, Praha, 1870, 96 pages
+ 1 tablet; M. Neumann and A. Pánek were their editors. Třetí zpráva Jednoty českých matematiků [The Third
Report of the Union of Czech Mathematicians], tiskem dra E. Grégra, nákladem Jednoty českých mathematiků,
Praha, 1871, 96 pages + 1 tablet which was edited by M. Neumann and A. Pánek.
15
It must be noted that this journal is still published. In 1991 it changed its name to Mathematica Bohemica with
the subtitle The Journal for cultivation of mathematics. It is published in English and has exclusively
professional character.
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The Journal made every effort to broaden the horizon of mathematical education. It
initiated professional and educational activities and informed about the activity of the Union,
concerning meetings, lectures and the number of members. As a result, the interest in active
participation in the Union increased. In addition, the Journal was a link between the Czech
intellectuals scattered all over Austria and Hungary and the Prague centre of the Union.
It should be remarked that Czech mathematicians also tried to publish their original
scientific works in foreign languages in international magazines and periodicals of various
scientific corporations both in Bohemia and abroad.16
1.8

Czech professional mathematical works

For more than three decades in the second half of the 19th century, Czech
mathematicians tried to show that they can compete with the German mathematicians and
even surpassed them in many respect. These efforts required a lot of time and energy. Not
until the last quarter of the 19th century did the works of Czech professional mathematicians
reach a standard where they were able to keep up with the individual trends of science and
also understand them and contribute to the global scientific research. The number of persons
who taught mathematics, tried to solve its problems by themselves and applied mathematical
results in practice (in industry, banking, state administration etc.) increased. Since the 1880’s
Czech mathematical works have specialised in individual branches and approached more
critically the subjects of research. Our mathematicians paid attention to the newest results in
descriptive and projective geometry, the theory of matrices and determinants, quadratic forms
and analysis and from the beginning of the 20th century they started to contribute to the
development of individual mathematical disciplines (for example M. Lerch, K. Pelz,
J. Sobotka, F. J. Studnička, Em. Weyr, Ed. Weyr, K. Zahradník).
It should be pointed out that some Czech mathematicians (for example M. Lerch,
K. Pelz, J. Sobotka, F. J. Studnička, Em. Weyr, Ed. Weyr, K. Zahradník) took care of the
language in which they published their professional articles and monographs. They published
their important results in foreign languages (German, French and even Italian) to make them
accessible to the European mathematical community. On the other hand, they published
Czech versions of their works that appeared in a foreign language, as well as informative,
popularising or methodological articles in the local journals.17

2 Czech mathematicians abroad
One of the main aims of teaching mathematics at the Prague University was the
preparation of future teachers of secondary schools. The rigid state control of their education
and the well worked-out and thought-out educational system enabling their professional
development and career contributed in two first decades of the second half of the 19th century
to the improvement of the teaching of mathematics and natural sciences as well as to
the development of the secondary schools and the education of our population. Nevertheless,
the rules that satisfied the needs of the third quarter of the 19th century when there was a
shortage of teachers ceased their validity at its end and in fact brought the development in this
field to a standstill. Since the end of the 1870’s the number of members of the Czech
mathematical community increased in contrast with the shortage of jobs at the
Czech universities and secondary schools. In that period many good teachers could not find
16
17
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work as professors at the secondary school level and they often worked as supply-teachers for
five to ten years. As a result, many teachers changed jobs or went abroad.
Many first-class Czech teachers went to South-East Europe to other countries that
were part of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire – such as modern day Croatia and Slovenia and
other Balkan countries later Serbia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Romania etc. where they
contributed to the development of national science and education that – in comparison with
that in Bohemia – were lagging.
After their arrival, they learned the respective foreign language and began to create
curricula for the teaching of mathematics and descriptive geometry at the secondary schools
and universities (for example T. Monin, J. Pexider, G. Skřivan, F. V. Splítek, V. Šak,
A. V. Šourek, K. Zahradník). They participated actively not only in the development of
regional educational systems, but also in the scientific work in mathematics and in forming
the first local scientific communities.
For their colleagues-teachers, they wrote the first methodological manuals about the
teaching of mathematical subjects in their mother tongues. For their pupils they created
the first brief teaching manuals and collections of mathematical exercises (at first published
in the lithographical form or within the annual reports of the secondary schools – see for
example J. Pexider, A. V. Šourek, K. Zahradník). During the few first years, they translated
Czech textbooks of mathematics and descriptive geometry to other languages (for example
A. V. Šourek and V. Šak). They set a form for the first generations of students educated in
their mother tongues. In the second phase of their “mission” – usually at the end of the first
decade of their stay – they were inspired by Czech models and wrote new textbooks for the
secondary schools and universities (for example V. Láska, F. V. Splítek, V. Šak,
A. V. Šourek, Em. Weyr, K. Zahradník). These textbooks were widespread and used until the
end of the World War I. Thanks to their quality education, high professional standard and all
around activities they contributed to the creation of the mathematical terminology that has
been used – except for a few modifications – until today (for example A. Studnička,
A. V. Šourek, K. Zahradník). On the basis of their good experience from Bohemia they led
local mathematical communities to the unification of professional associations (for example
J. Finger, A. V. Šourek, K. Zahradník) and initiated publishing professional, educational and
popularisation periodicals (for example F. V. Splítek, A. V. Šourek, K. Zahradník). In
addition, they participated in the international promotion of the results of professional and
pedagogical research (A. V. Šourek, Em. Weyr, K. Zahradník).
All their activities were inspired by those developed in our country in the 1860’s and
1870’s. On one hand, the Czech society lost some quality experts, but on the other hand, the
Czech teachers at the secondary schools and universities contributed to the birth of the
national mathematics in the Slavonic countries in Southern Europe.
During their active life they kept in contact with their Czech colleagues. They were
founders or correspondents of Jednota českých mathematiků (The Union of Czech
Mathematicians, for example J. Finger, J. Laun, T. Monin, J. Pexider, C. Plch, A. V. Šourek,
J. S. Vaněček, Em. Weyr, K. Zahradník), kept an eye about the development in Bohemia and
in professional periodicals of their new homeland informed regularly about the activities of
the Union, Czech textbooks, monographs and journals. In addition, they wrote reviews and
contributed to the Časopis pro pěstování mathematiky a fysiky (The Journal for Cultivation of
Mathematics and Physics, for example C. Plch, T. Monin, K. Zahradník), Zprávy Královské
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established a “mathematical collection” of mathematical teaching aids and models. During his
more than twenty-year stay in Zagreb he educated the first Croatian teachers and
mathematicians of the secondary schools and prepared some to take a doctor’s degree. In
addition, he wrote the first Croatian mathematics textbooks for secondary schools and
universities.
In the 1870’s, he translated his papers published in journals to the Croatian language;
later he also published in this language his original results and wrote textbooks for the
secondary schools and universities. In 1878 he published in Zagreb his book O determinantih
drugoga i trècega stupnja. Za porabu viših srednjih učilišta [On Determinants of Second and
Third Order. For Higher Classes of the Secondary Schools]23 which he translated to Czech the
next year and published in Prague under the new title Prvé počátky nauky o determinantech.
Pro vyšší střední školy [The First Start of the Theory of Determinants. For Higher Classes of
the Secondary Schools].24 The booklet was based on his lectures in 1876/1877 for the
university freshmen. For the Czech students he wrote the textbook entitled Analytická
geometrie v rovině [The Analytical Geometry of the Plane] but it was not well received nor
widely published in Bohemia.25 At the end of the 19th century, his lectures O determinantima.
Predavanja u zimskom semestru godine 1897/8 [On Determinants. Winter Semester 1897/8]26
and O plohama i o krivuljama u prostoru. Predavanje u ljetnom semestru godine 1898 [On
Planes and Curves in the Space. Summer Semester 1898]27 were published in the Croatian
language. These were the first Croatian textbooks of mathematics.
For the students of the Czech Technical University in Brno he modified and published
his Croatian lectures of analytic geometry.28 Thanks to him Kapesní logarithmické tabulky
F. J. Studničky [Studnička’s Pocket Logarithmic Tables] were published in Croatian. At the
end of the 1870’s he started to translate Studnička’s textbook Algebra pro vyšší třídy
středních škol [Algebra for Higher Classes of the Secondary Schools]29 for the secondary
schools, but the Croatian government did not allowed its publication.30
Karel Zahradník laid the foundations of Croatian mathematics and contributed
significantly to the development of the Croatian mathematical community. He participated in
the mathematics and natural sciences section of the Croatian Academy of Sciences, where he
gave professional and popularisation lectures and published his works. He influenced also the
development of the mathematical section of the journal Rad Jugoslavenske akademije
znanosti i umjetnosti u Zagrebu [The Transactions of the Yugoslavian Academy of Science
and Arts in Zagreb]. While his work is still recognized and his name still well-known in
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Zagreb, 1878, 39 pages.
Praha, 1879, 48 pages.
Praha, 1883, 142 pages.
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Zagreb, 1898, 112 pages.
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Zagreb, 1898, 152 pages.
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Firstly his lectures named Analytická geometrie v rovině. Přednášky z vyšší mathematiky I. běh [The
Analytical Geometry in the Plane. Lectures on the Higher Mathematics. The First Part] (Brno, 1903–1904,
198 pages), then his lectures O determinantech. Přednášky z vyšší mathematiky I. běh, část úvodní [On
Determinants. Lectures on the Higher Mathematics. The First Part, the Beginning] (Brno, 1903–1904, 62 pages),
and at the end his lectures Přednášky o integraci differenciálních rovnic obyčejných. Letní semestr 1904
[Lectures on the Differential Equations. Summer Semester 1904] (Brno, 1904, 174 pages) were published.
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Studnička’s textbook was firstly published in 1877, secondary in 1879. In 1878 and 1879 F. J. Studnička
published German version of his textbook.
30
More about this affair can be found in Zahradník’s letters deposited in the F. J. Studnička’s estate in Literary
Archives of the Treasure of National Literature in Prague. For more information see [14].
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Croatia,31 he is almost forgotten in Bohemia, though he cooperated with The Union of Czech
Mathematicians until the end of his life.

3.2

Bosnia and Herzegovina

In 1893 Alois Studnička (1842–1927), a secondary school teacher of drawing and
geometry and the brother of university professor of mathematics F. J. Studnička went to
Sarajevo; he was invited by the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina to help create an
educational system for cabinet-makers, kettle-smiths, locksmiths and other professions. He
became the director of the Crafts School which he headed until his retirement in 1908. In
Sarajevo, where he worked until the end of his life, he elaborated the curricula for similar
schools in Sarajevo, Mostar, Celovac (Klagenfurt) and Linz. He influenced significantly the
development of the Serbian educational system and helped the birth of technical terminology
in cabinet-maker trade, draughtsmanship and black-smith trade. His activity in this field
contributed to the creation of the large collection of technical teaching aids for various crafts.
This collection was deposited in the Vienna Technical Museum.32
3.3

Bulgaria

In 1880’s Bulgaria got rid of Turkish hegemony and began to build its own
educational system. Czech mathematician Teodor Monin (1858–1893) spent a few years of
31

His portrait was on diplomas granted by the Croatian Ministry of Culture and Sports to the best participants of
the Mathematical Olympiad in 2000.
32
As for his life, see [14], pp. 11–14.
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his life there; in 1881–1886 he taught at the grammar school in Sliven. He came back to the
Czech Technical University in 1886 and became the assistant of professor František Tilšer
(1825–1913) in the department of descriptive geometry. However, in the next year the
Bulgarian government called him to the new university in Sofia and he became the first
Bulgarian university professor of mathematics. He started to develop mathematics at the
Bulgarian university with a great fervour, but unfortunately he fell seriously ill in 1891 and
had to return to Bohemia. That is why he was not allowed to accomplish his plans, namely to
write several Bulgarian mathematical textbooks.33
After completing his studies at the secondary technical school in Písek and at the
Technical Universities in Vienna and Prague Antonín Václav Šourek (1858–1926), another
Czech mathematician, he became a professor of mathematics at the grammar school in Sliven
in 1880. However, he spent only one school year there and then he went over to grammar
school in Plovdiv, where he remained for 9 years. In 1890, he was promoted to the
professorship of mathematics at the grammar school in Sofia and at the same time to
the external professorship of mathematics at the Sofia University. In 1893, after the death of
professor Teodor Monin, he was relieved from his duties at the above-mentioned secondary
school and devoted all his time to the university, where he was appointed to the ordinary
professorship in 1898 and where he stayed until 1914. In this period, namely in 1893, he also
became a professor of descriptive geometry at the Military Academy in Sofia (he taught there
for 9 years) and he started to give lectures on the same subject in the courses for the
headquarters in 1895 as well. In the years between 1895 and 1912 he lectured on perspective
at the Academy of Painting in Sofia. His bad health forced him to leave Sofia and to move to
Rome in 1914. There he became an unsalaried secretary of the military attaché and at the
beginning of 1916 he went to Bern where he took care of Bulgarian war prisoners. He
returned to the Sofia University in 1921 and continued to teach there until his death.34 During
his whole life he was in close contact with Czech mathematicians and their Union. Since his
arrival to Bulgaria he had contributed to the development of Bulgarian mathematics and its
teaching at secondary schools and universities and the application of Czech experience and
models. He remained in close contact with Czech mathematicians and their Union and during
his whole life tried to apply the Czech experience and connections to the development of
Bulgarian mathematics and to the educational process at secondary schools as well as at
universities.
Šourek's literary activity was very extensive. He published his first Bulgarian
textbooks in 1880 and covered several branches of mathematics, namely plane trigonometry
(1883)35 and solid geometry (1883),36 analytic geometry (1885),37 spherical trigonometry
(1889)38 and descriptive geometry (1888, 1889).39 The textbooks were complemented by
methodological annuals, collections of algebra exercises (1885, 1886)40 and some smaller
works. In the course of their writing, he was inspired by Czech textbooks written by
F. J. Studnička, J. Smolík, E. Taftl, A. Strnad, F. Hromádko etc.
33

As for his life, see [3], [4], [6], [11] and [19].
For more information see [3], [4], [11], [17], [19] and [22].
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Ch. G. Danov, Plovdiv, 1883, 128 pages, 54 pictures.
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Ch. G. Danov, Plovdiv, 1883, 123 pages, 116 pictures.
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Litographie, Plovdiv, 1885, IV + 154 pages, 250 pictures.
38
Plovdiv, 1889, 97 pages, 49 pictures.
39
First part, Plovdiv, 1888, IV + 237 pages, 367 pictures, 6 tablets and Second part, Plovdiv, 1889, IV + 197
pages, 342 pictures, 11 tablets.
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Plovdiv, 1885, IV + 120 pages; Plovdiv, 1886, IV + 86 pages.
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His teaching texts for his university students were written and published in the 1890’s;
they covered the field of analysis (1890–1891), analytic geometry (1891, 1892, 1894), algebra
(1891–1892), synthetic geometry (1891–1892) and descriptive geometry (1893–1894).41
Czech textbooks by F. J. Studnička, Eduard and Emil Weyr certainly served as an inspiration.
The Military Academy in Sofia published in 1895 his work about projection methods in
geometry named Учебник по начертателна геометрия. Част I. Ортогонална
и котирана проекция [Textbook on Descriptive Geometry. The First Part. Orthogonal and
Orthogonal One-Plane Projection].42
At the beginning of the 20th century, A. V. Šourek decided to revise and extend his
Bulgarian lectures and they were subsequently published in the lithographic form (projective
geometry (1909), differential geometry (1911) and analytical geometry (1912, 1914)).43 He
also published the monograph Учебник по дескриптивна геометрия [Textbook on
Descriptive Geometry]44 (1914) that was an extended and complementary version of his
university lectures. Unfortunately, he did not live sufficiently long to see his last monograph
Основи на проективната геометрия. Част перва: Проективност, колинеарност
и реципроцитет на геометр. форми от трите разреда [Elements of Projective
Geometry. First Part. Projection, Colinearity and Reciprocity of Geometrical Figures of the
Third Orders] 45 published in 1926 which summarised and extended his university lectures.
A. V. Šourek also translated Studnička’s logarithmic tables from Czech to Bulgarian
and furnished them with a detailed explanation of the rudiments of algebra; they were
published in 1882.46 Finally, he also translated to Bulgarian Strnad’s textbook Geometrie pro
vyšší třídy reálných gymnázií [Geometry for Upper Classes of Grammar Schools] and Taftl’s
textbook Algebra pro vyšší třídy středních škol [Algebra for Upper Classes of Secondary
Schools] at the end of the 1890’s.47
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Analytická geometrie roviny spolu s křivkami. Přednášky A. V. Šourka proslovené roku 1891 na univerzitě
v Sofii, Sofie, 1891, IV + 321 pages; Analytická geometrie prostoru. Přednášky A. V. Šourka proslovené roku
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The second edition of these tables is from 1888 and the third one from 1895. Studnička’s tables (either in
Czech or Bulgarian version) were used at Bulgarian secondary schools even in the first half of the 20 th century.
47
Alois Strnad (1852–1911) was a brilliant Czech secondary school teacher, an active member of The Union of
Czech Mathematicians and an author of successful Czech textbooks for secondary schools. See A. Strnad:
Geometrie pro vyšší třídy reálných gymnázií, I.–IV. volume, Ch. G. Danov, Plovdiv, 1896, 161 pages,
122 pictues, 74 pages, 22 pictures, 96 pages, 32 pages.
Emanuel Taftl (1842–1920) was a secondary school professor of mathematics and physics. He taught at
secondary schools in Hradec Králové and Klatovy. He became famous by the above textbook that had six
editions. See E. Taftl: Algebra pro vyšší třídy gymnázií, Ch. G. Danov, Plovdiv, 1899, 412 pages.
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A. V. Šourek was one of the most renowned “Bulgarian” mathematicians between
1850 and 1930. He contributed significantly to the establishment of the ФизикоМатематическото Дружество в София [Physical and Mathematical Society in Sofia,
founded 1898] and together with a few colleagues played a very important role in its birth and
in the development of its activities. He also helped in the foundation of the Списание на
Физико-Математическото Дружество в София [The Journal of Physical and
Mathematical Society in Sofia] in 1904. This journal played an important role in the
development of Bulgarian mathematics and physics because it stimulated the scientific
activity of the younger generation and allowed its members to present their professional
works. A. V. Šourek is also considered to be the founder of the Bulgarian terminology in
descriptive geometry. Thanks to his good knowledge of Bulgarian and other languages
(Czech, German, French, Italian), his deep sense of syntax, close cooperation with
philologists and above all to his perfect knowledge of descriptive geometry itself, he
developed a very successful system of the essential terms with wide possibilities of a more
detailed evolution. Thanks to his method and prestige among the members of the Bulgarian
mathematical community, most of his terms are still used without any change or at most with
only small modifications.
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political reasons in 1888. He wrote two mathematical textbooks named Аритметика
[Arithmetics] (Plovdiv, 1885) and Геометрия с чртание в четире степени … [Geometry
with Drawing at Four Levels. The First Level. Geometric Figures in the Plane and Their
Ornamental Drawing] (Plovdiv, 1886) for Salonica students.48 He returned to Bulgaria in the
same year and became a professor at the grammar school in Sofia. He also taught at the
grammar school in Gabrovo in 1888–1889 and as a professor at the state secondary school in
Plovdiv in 1891–1915. He wrote very successful and popular textbooks on technical drawing
for the students of the lower classes of Bulgarian secondary school (Руководство по
геометрическо чертание [Instruction for Geometric Drawing] (Plovdiv, 1895), Геометрия
с геометрическо чертание за основните училища [Geometry with Drawing for Primary
Schools.] (Plovdiv, 1895), Учебник по геометрия и геометрическо чертание. I. степен
[Textbook on Geometry and Drawing. The First Level] (Plovdiv, 1896) and Учебник по
геометрия и геометрическо чертание. II. степен [Textbook on Geometry and Geometric
Drawing. The Second Level] (Plovdiv, 1897)). He rejected the proposed professorship at the
Sofia University because he thought that he was not sufficiently qualified for it.
His pedagogical and cultural activities outside the school in Svistov and Plovdiv were
known and popular. He founded two special associations, which joined teachers from primary
and secondary schools as well as people from different cultural and political spheres. Thanks
to his activities, a new Bulgarian journal for pedagogy, education and school problems and
laws was founded.49

48
49

E. Dionne, Plovdiv, 1886, 106 pages + 163 pictures, 1 tablet Plovdiv, 1885.
For more information see [3], [4], [7], [11] and [24].
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The educational system at Bulgarian secondary schools was influenced significantly
also by Czech mathematician and geometer Vladislav Šak (1860–1941). He obtained an
ordinary professorship at the grammar school in Sliven in 1882. He then moved to the
grammar school in Sofia in 1886 and taught there until 1907. He was also a private docent at
the Sofia University between 1891 and 1894. He lectured on spherical and analytic geometry,
analysis and algebra. Finally, he was professor of mathematics at the Sofia University for
the 1907/8 school year. He then came back to Prague and started to teach mathematics
and Bulgarian at the Czechoslovak School of Commerce. During the first Balkan War, he
was a war reporter in Bulgaria and the Austrian police held him in prison between 1916 and
1917 because of his cooperation with Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk (1850–1937) and Edvard
Beneš (1884–1948). After the war he filled important functions in Bulgarian diplomacy. In
1920–1922 he was an honorary consul and in 1922–1932 a general consul of the Bulgarian
Kingdom.50
He translated two Czech textbooks Algebra pro I., II. a III. třídu reálných gymnázií
a trojtřídní měšťanské školy [Algebra. Textbook for 1st, 2nd and 3rd Classes of Grammar
Schools] (Plovdiv, 1886)51 written by Václav Starý and Deskriptivní geometrie pro vyšší třídy
reálných gymnázií [Descriptive Geometry for Upper Classes of Secondary Schools] (Plovdiv,
1896)52 written by Čeněk Jarolímek to the Bulgarian and they were used at Bulgarian
secondary schools until the World War I. In addition, he wrote one of the first articles named
Няколко думи верху изучаването по дескритивната геометия [Some Thoughts of
Teaching Descriptive Geometry] (1897/98) about the methodology of teaching descriptive
geometry.53 He had a wide range of interests – he wrote poems, libretti, short stories,
feuilletons and critical articles about the state of Bulgarian politics and economy. He also
issued Bulgarian-Czech and Czech-Bulgarian Dictionaries and Bulgarian Grammar in Czech
language for Czech students.54 In addition, he translated the works of Bulgarian writers and
poets for Czech readers.
It should be noted that at the end of the 1870’s and the beginning of the 1880’s a lot
of Czech engineers, doctors, teachers, natural scientists, lawyers and even artists went to
Bulgaria. They participated there in the building of the new Bulgaria that did its best to free
itself from Turkish influence and approached European traditions.

4 Other places of work of Czech mathematicians
Some Czech mathematicians and physicians went also to other Western Europe and
countries of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire. They were searching for better career,
broadening the horizon of their knowledge and contacts with the best mathematical centres of
Western Europe, as well as possibility to publish their scientific and popular works there.
They usually came back after some time and worked as professors at prestigious secondary
schools or universities.

50

For more information see [3], [4], [11] and [19].
The translation of Václav Starý textbook, Plovdiv, 1886 (translators: V. Šak and T. P. Šiškov).
52
The translation of Čeněk Jarolínek textbook, Plovdiv, 1895 (translators: V. Šak and T. P. Šiškov).
53
Druhá výroční zpráva Sofijského státního chlapeckého gymnázia za školní rok 1897–1898, Sofie, 1898,
pp. 40–56.
54
Bulharsko-český slovník, J. Otto, Praha, 1911–1914, 647 pages; Česko-bulharsko slovník, J. Otto, Praha,
1911–1914, 1071 pages; Kniha bulharsko-české konverzace, J. R. Vilímek, Praha, 1914, 325 pages.
51
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